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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops a self-configurable system to design agents for Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The proposed approach goes beyond existing methods by supporting handling variability in IoT agents according to environmental changes. As part of the research, we have designed a software framework, prototyped several IoT applications, and conducted simulation and machine learning experiments. We find that (1) IoT agents vary according to the physical, software behavior and analysis architecture; (2) the configuration of the set of agents can be adjusted and reconfigured through feedback evaluative machine learning; and (3) reconfiguring a set of agents dynamically in accordance with environmental variants leads to better performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many open research challenges in the area of variability modeling and management have been identified [6]. Some of these open challenges are related to variability handling in Internet of Things (IoT) applications. As the Internet of Things promotes the use of sensors to collect data about the system context, a continuous deployment based on feedbacks obtained from system execution and the system context must be considered. In addition, to achieve IoT requirements, the development of software to live in an open and highly dynamic world is becoming mandatory. This has caused configurable systems to address context changes during system execution by postponing variability binding to run-time. Consequently, Metzger and Pohl [6] state that, to create IoT applications, there is a need of new approaches to deal with autonomic principles and variability at the same time, human-in-the-loop adaptations, and run-time quality assurance.

Because the adaptive and evolutive nature of agent-based systems, when combined with simulation and machine-learning techniques, the use of learning agents has been proposed as an appropriate approach to modeling IoT applications [4]. According to existing experiments and our experience with the IoT domain [3–5], we introduced possible variants of an IoT agent in [7]. In [7], we identified three main variation points to handle in order to create an IoT agent: (i) the body variability (i.e. number, types and brands of sensors and actuators); (ii) the complexity of the behavior of the agent, which varies based on the physical components that are operated by the agent (e.g. if this agent is able to communicate, the number of signals agents are able to exchange); and (iii) the agent architecture that the agent uses to sense the environment and behave accordingly (e.g. if this agent architecture is a neural network, in terms of its architectural variability the type of activation function and the number of neurons should be considered).

In this paper, our focus is to investigate how a collection of IoT agents can be configured to deal with the system’s requirements and environmental changes. To meet the system’s requirements (e.g. performance), this configuration consists of testing the behavior of agents by using different subsets of body, behavior and analysis architecture features. To deal with environmental changes, this configuration consists of evolving or adapting the set of agents by adding or removing features.

For this purpose, we propose a self-configurable IoT agent approach based on feedback-evaluative machine-learning. The approach involves: (i) a variability model for IoT agents; (ii) generation of sets of customized agents; (iii) feedback-evaluative machine-learning; (iv) modeling and composition of a group of IoT agents; (v) a history of environmental changes and IoT agent’s features; and (vi) a feature-selection method based on both manual and automatic feedback.

2 PROBLEM

In the literature, there are many examples [2, 10] of approaches that apply feature selection to handle variability in learning agent-based systems. Most of these approaches load all features into the agents and then, uses learning techniques to test subsets of features while the agents interact with the environment. If the environment is dynamic, the solution is adjusted until the agent finds a generalist subset that makes it able to deal with a set of environment variants. Consequently, they do not address the following problems: (i) the current set of features loaded into the agents causes a restrictive search space to the learning algorithm, making it difficult to find a
subset to meet the system’s requirements (e.g. desired performance); (ii) the set of agents cannot be reconfigured to provide specialized and better solutions to specific environmental changes; and (iii) the user changes some requirements of the agent-based system, making it necessary to add new unpredicted features to the feature model, as described in [9].

2.1 Motivating Example: Environmental Changes

We selected one example from the IoT domain: a smart street light application. In this application scenario, we consider a set of street lights distributed in a neighborhood. For more details concerning this application scenario, see [3]. Each street light represents an IoT agent, which needs to operate in an environment in which sometimes the background light can be bright and at other times dark. With respect to the environment background light, the application scenario has some variants: (i) night (background light is equal to 0.0); (ii) late afternoon (background light is equal to 0.5); and (iii) morning (background light is equal to 1.0). Each street light contains a lighting sensor, but its local brightness also interferes on the sensor measurement.

A neuroevolution algorithm tests different subsets of features in order to find that one that provides the better performance. However, depending on the set of features that was initially provided, the learning algorithm may be unable to find this appropriate solution. In this case, it is necessary to expand the search space for the learning algorithm, by adding new or changing the variants. In addition, during a first simulation, while the background light was always bright, the collection of agents found a solution that provided a performance, say X+1, during the morning. After the environment changed to the night, the agents’ solution was adjusted to deal with this change. However, this new generic solution presents a performance, say X, during the morning, and the agent is unable to return to its previous configuration, as it does not maintain different versions of its configuration. This configuration history could enable the agent to maximize its performance during different parts of the day.

3 APPROACH

Our approach handles variability in two dimensions: agent and environment. In the agent dimension, our approach gives support to automatically adjust a set of agents to meet the non-functional requirements of a specific scenario setting, by selecting a subset of body, behavior and analysis architecture features. If the best subset of features for an initial configuration does not achieve all non-functional requirements, such as a performance value, an user can evaluate the results in order to add new features or select other variants to compose the set of features. In the environment dimension, a dataset contains the history of configurations that were selected to provide specialized and better solutions to specific environmental changes. Thus, if an environmental change is previously known, the system can self-reconfigure to an old configuration instead of retraining itself.

In short, our approach consists of an embedded feature-selection method [1] co-working with a control module that supports manual and automatic interaction. In addition, we support a manual and automatic controller to manage permissible run-time adaptations caused by environmental or system requirement changes. Consequently, if the neuroevolution algorithm does not find a good solution after testing many subsets of the current set of features, an user or an external machine learning module can interfere on the internal learning module execution in order to change or expand its search space.

4 COMPLETED WORK

Currently, we have already developed a novel software framework to instantiate different applications based on IoT agents, named the Framework for the Internet of Things (FIoT) [4]. Using this framework, we prototyped four IoT agent-based applications [3–5, 8]. Based on these applications, we introduced possible variants of an IoT agent in [7].

5 CONTRIBUTIONS

We believe our approach is promising. Our contributions will be multi-fold: (i) a new software architecture to generate a set of customized agents that are able to lead with scenarios based on the Internet of Things; (ii) feature models for applications based on the Internet of Things with new specialized variants; (iii) mechanism to select the features that compose a group of agents; (iv) a mechanism based on a feedback loop and machine learning techniques to reconfigure an IoT-oriented multiagent system.
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